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Dear Colleagues,

I hope you would enjoy the new design of TJG. As the New Editorial Team, our aim is to maintain the high quality of the journal we took over.

In the forthcoming months we will be timely in publishing the issues. We expect to publish the August issue at the beginning of August and afterwards, you will have the opportunity to view the articles in press as well. As it is in this issue, we are going to publish review articles in every issue in addition to more editorials and “gastroenterology elsewhere”. We are going to publish the accepted “letter-to-the-editor”s relevant to this issue in the next one and we urge to use this category, mostly, for the published studies, rather than for de-novo studies or case reports.

We are going to switch, mainly, to clinical gastroenterology, because most of our readers are clinicians and we want this journal to be more readable.

We advise all prospective authors to scrutinize the revised “Instructions to Authors” before submitting a study.

We are not going to accept isolated case reports anymore, unless they are extremely original.

Immediately after submission we check the articles for similarities with the previous articles and in case the rate is over 10%, we put a question mark on this study and acceptance is highly unlikely.

We have finalized our agreement with Thomson Reuters’ ScholarOne Manuscript Submission and Evaluation System and we are going to switch to this sophisticated processing system in the ensuing months.

We hope you are going to keep the high standard of TJG with your high-quality original articles.

Prof. Hakan Şentürk
Editor in Chief